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VALUE INNOVATION IN A BLJE OCEAN

Figure -  Value Innovation in Blue Ocean Strategy. Amended from [1] 

Table -  Red Ocean versus Blue Ocean Strategy. Amended from Kim and Mauborgne [1]

Red Ocean Strategy Blue Ocean Strategy
Market Compete in the existing industry Create uncontested market space
Competition Beat the rivals Make the competition irrelevant
Demand Exploit the existing demand Create and capture new demand
Value Make the value-cost trade-off Break the value-cost trade-off
Strategic choice Differentiation or low cost strategy System of differentiation together with low cost

The second advantage is about useful guidelines [13; 14], good visual tools (e.g. the strategy canvas 
framework, four action framework, Buyer Utility grid) for uncontested market space analysis [13] and 
creative and non-combative way to run business with gives powerful results [10] BOS offers. Gandellini and 
Venanzi [14] outline usefulness and logical character of the "utility levels" (productivity, risk, simplicity, fun 
and image, convenience, environmental friendliness).

Speaking about the weaknesses of BOS, most authors (e.g. [1; 13; 14]) agree that there is lack of sys
tematic and practical tools together with quantitative methods to envisage product or service innovation and 
the new market, e.g. the scale used by Kim (the “degree o f focalization"') [1] is not precise and doesn’t allow 
to compare the exact actions of the rivals. Secondly, according to Gandellini and Venanzi [14] BOS frame
work puts the choice criteria of the market where the company is going to invest and resources together, 
which, to their mind, should be analysed separately. Moreover, the model does not connect the value curves 
with the company’s economic profile, so it is impossible to calculate the estimated expenses. Lastly, the ex
isting brand image is excluded, while significant current value of the company could not be ignored [14; 15].
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Otherwise, BOS could be seen as a possible strategy within the changing Tourism and Travel environ
ment. Information and Communication Technologies has become an integral part of everyday life and travel 
[16]. Tourists continuously use them on all the stages of customer journey, creating new experiences with a 
help of different mobile devices functionalities [17]. A variety of mobile devices such as smartphones, tab
lets, laptops, wearable computing devices exist at the market, playing the leading role in consumer behaviour 
change [16]. The spread of the Internet and multiple mobile devices has already created the ‘mobile mind 
shift’ and enabled individuals to changes their entire perceptions and lifestyle [18; 19] generating a variety 
of new powerful touchpoints for businesses to operate [16]. Wearable computing is expected to be the next 
disruptive technology after smartphones, which might change the way people interact with the environment 
and which will revolutionise tourist behaviour like it happened with mobile devices appearance (Tate 2012 
sited by [17; 20; 21]). It can create new demand and new customer expectations, make the current market 
offer irrelevant and provide businesses with new possibilities to compete in the new market environment.

To sum up the idea, BOS is a bright and logical approach in strategy theory, which gives understand
ing of one more way of value innovation and strategic positioning. Unfortunately, BOS theory doesn’t give 
the concrete decisions in comparison to well-studied strategies of the red ocean. As a result, there is little 
practical schemes developed for managers on how to create a blue ocean. Analytic frameworks (e.g. Purple 
ocean strategy, Strateco Dashboard framework by Gandellini and Venanzi [14], idea of a customers’ per
ceived value [15] are required before managers could apply the concept without big risks. Otherwise, due to 
the occurring changes in markets and customer behaviour, BOS strategy could be seen as a tool for innova
tive business decisions in order to provide customers with new value and experiences.
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